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Academic blogs are proven to increase dissemination of
economic research and improve impact.
There is a proliferation of economics blogs, with increasing numbers of famous and not-so-
famous economists devoting a significant amount of time to writing blog entries, and in some
cases, attracting large numbers of readers. Yet little is known about the impact of this new
medium. In the first of a three part series, World Bank Senior Economists, David McKenzie
and Berk Özler measure the various impacts of economics blogs.
Question 1: “Do blogs lead to increased dissemination of research papers?”
We examine this question by using abstract view and download statistics f rom Research
Papers in Economics (RePEc), matched to the dates that blogs link to these papers. A f ew
graphs dramatically illustrate the potential of  blogs to draw attention to research papers.
Example 1: Freakonomics blogs about a paper: (Click to enlarge)
Example 2: Marginal Revolution blogs about a paper: (Click to enlarge)
Example 3: Chris Blattman blogs about a paper: (Click to
enlarge)
Ok, so there seems to be something there. To f ormally
test f or the impact of  dif f erent blogs on abstract views
and downloads we put together a database of  94 papers
linked to on 6 blogs: Aid Watch (bef ore it ended), Chris
Blattman, Economix (New York Times), Marginal
Revolution, Freakonomics, and Paul Krugman. We def ine
t=0 in the month in which the blog entry occurred, t=-1 in
the month bef ore, t=+1 in the month af ter, etc. Then we
estimate the impact of  blog s linking to a paper i via the
f ollowing regression: (Click to enlarge)
This controls f or paper-specif ic f ixed ef f ects, and looks f or a spike in views in the month the paper is
blogged about, tests whether this continues into the next month, and also includes a lead term to rule out
reverse causation whereby a paper gets a lot of  downloads f or some other reason, leading people to blog
about it. For robustness we also include paper-specif ic linear t ime trends.
Results can be summarized as follows:
Blogging about a paper causes a large increase in the number of abstract views and downloads in
the same month: an average impact of  an extra 70-95 abstract views in the case of  Aid Watch and
Blattman, 135 f or Economix, 300 f or Marginal Revolution, and 450-470 f or Freakonomics and Krugman.
[see regression table here]
These increases are massive  compared to the typical abstract views and downloads these papers get-
one blog post in Freakonomics is equivalent to 3 years of  abstract views! However, only a minority of
readers click through – we estimate 1-2% of  readers of  the more popular blogs click on the links to view
the abstracts, and 4% on a blog like Chris Blattman that likely has a more specialized (research-f ocused)
readership.
There is some spillover of  reads into the next month (not everyone reads a blog post the day it is
produced), and no evidence that abstract views and downloads lead blog posts.
A more f ormal write-up of  this section of  the paper and the table of  results can be f ound here.
This post originally appeared on the World Bank’s Developmental Impact blog. The full working paper can be
downloaded here.
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